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�e leadership training organization, JUMP!, led the GINAsia 
students on a journey of awareness and self-discovery in the 
PC Gym. Students shared personal stories even at the expense 
of their pride; this openness allowed the whole group to 
become much closer to one another. As one student noted, 
“People have a positive outlook on others, but a negative 
outlook on themselves.” Students were inspired by the sense 
of community during the simulation. Overall, profound issues 
such as the willingness of people to lie in order to �t into 
groups were addressed. In addition, students were invited to 
explore their di�erences and revel in their diversity. While 
di�erences of opinions were brought up in group discussions 

and people were accepting of the opinions of others.

- Jacob Richmond

Today, the International Criminal Court held 3 public 
hearings trying Albert Speer, Georges Ruggiu, and Drazen 
Erdemovic, who were being tried for their involvement with 
Nazi Germany, the Rwandan genocide, and the Srebrenica 
genocide, respectively. In each hearing, both prosecution and 
defense lawyers provided sound logic and evidence to estab-
lish or disprove the link between the defendant’s actions and 
the consequences of genocide. In some cases, such as the 
hearing for Ruggiu, the defense claimed that the situation 
should not even be considered a genocide, with a defense 
lawyer stating that the Hutu and Tutsi are not di�erent 
enough to be considered separate ethnic groups. �e lawyers 
involved now are eagerly awaiting the judges’ �nal decisions, 
which are to be announced tomorrow. 

International Criminal Court

- Catherine Wang

Delegates of the Security Council thoroughly and excitedly 
debated the issue of DPRK’s Development of ICBMs. �e 
delegate of United Kingdom began the debate with a thrilling 
speech stating, “Actions have consequences, delegates. It is 
time DPRK learned that. �is motion will ensure they never 
forget it.” Other delegates condemned the vague nature of 
certain clauses which demanded “all nations to unanimously 
condemn North Korea” but failed to address methods for 
condemnation until later clauses. Overall, the Security Coun-
cil looked to address the issue of DPRK developing ICBMs 
with the threat of powerful sanctions and discussed  the 
shutdown of the Dandong Bridge. Despite the challenges that 
lay ahead, the Security Council expressed their hope that 
DPRK would eventually become integrated into the global 

trade community.

Security Council

- Jacob Richmond

In the vibrant committee of General Assembly VI, the 
delegates were ready to discuss the �rst resolution of their 
formal debate, regarding the question of “Fake News” Dissem-
ination through the Internet and social media platforms. �e 
delegate of Italy opened the �oor up for debate as she outlined 
the ripple e�ects that fake news dissemination could gener-
ate: controversy, confusion, dispute, and assimilation of 
inaccurate information onto the internet. She accentuated 
how these hazardous e�ects could in�uence major world 
events and implored for world attention.�e delegate of Italy 
also proposed annual or biannual meetings involving member 
states to discuss solutions on combating inaccurate news and 
enforcing punishments for fake news dissemination. She 
promised to be open to opinions coming from all member 
states to arrive at a practical solution, hoping to ameliorate 

the authenticity of news reports on the Internet. 

General Assembly 6th Committee

- Hyun Jung

GIN members all over the world took part in a cheerful round 
of morning icebreakers. Henry Gao, the facilitator for one of 
the conferences, was honored to be in such high positions, 
organizing the conference. One of the icebreakers were “Two 
Truths and One Lie,” where a participant notably claimed that 
he had been a victim of an attempted murder in 5th grade. 
�e participant claimed that he was able to evade the stabbing 
by picking up the stabber and throwing him out of a glass 
window, four stories up. Along with countless creative lies and 
unbelievable truths, this year’s GINAsia Conference kicked o� 
with participants receiving an opportunity to meet and learn 
about new people.

Sustainability

- Catherine Wang

In his talk “From the Front Lines of Girls’ Education,” Mr. 
Peter Dalglish, a humanitarian activist and the Country 
Representative for UN-Habitat in Afghanistan, raised press-
ing questions about why so few young girls in impoverished 
areas and con�ict zones enroll in and complete school. He 
cited sanitation issues, menstruation, and child sexual abuse 
as potential barriers. To be a true activist, he noted, we must 
be willing to face these uncomfortable issues. “People have a 
tolerance for giving money and going to church,” Mr. Dalglish 
said, “but when you become an activist, you lose friends.” 
Dalglish also compared activists to “wolves in sheep’s cloth-
ing.” He noted that these are the best kinds of activists, 
stating that he includes himself in this classi�cation. Mr. 
Dalglish’s talk emphasized his belief that activism is not 
merely passive giving; it is drawing from those very real 
emotions, and, as he claimed, “�ght[ing] �re with �re.” Being 
an activist is rarely pleasant or professional, but if we wish to 
create change in the world, being uncomfortable should never 

stop us. 

Student Workshop: Peter Dalglish

- Jacob Richmond

In the solemn atmosphere of the Sustainable Service Project 
Management workshop, students of Chadwick International 
School educated their project of interest on the basics of 
developing sustainable service projects. A research-based 
service project in which the designers planned to produce 
Bokashi balls were introduced. �ese balls are fermented 
organic matter that use bene�cial microorganisms to break 
down toxins and food waste; they are thrown in rivers as a 
method of water puri�cation. Participants were then told to 
choose a category of service projects they were interested in 
and to design one of their own. Hopefully, participants will 
learn the framework to building service projects and utilize 

them in their school communities for a sustainable change. 

Student Workshop: Sustainable 
Service Project Management

- Selina Wu

As newcomers to GIN, Concordia Hanoi o�ers a unique 
glimpse into the GIN experience and what it has brought to 
the community as a whole. While re�ecting, the school 
brought up how the GIN conference aided them in their 
personal projects within their community. �ey noted the 
importance of acceptance and clear communication in order 
to make everybody feel accepted and move projects forward. 
�ey loved the friendly tone of the conference and the interac-
tion with other schools that it provided. As a community, it is 
important that GIN conference-goers ensure that there 
conference is open and interesting to everybody. Overall, it 
appears that the conference is just that, welcoming and 
inviting.

Concordia Hanoi Meeting

-  Jacob Richmond

For the �rst year of their GIN programme, the British School 
of Delhi tackled the issue of electronic waste. Students from 
the school talked about their �rst-hand experience witness-
ing the damage that pollution is wreaking in the country. 
�ey recalled how their largest challenge was setting up 
e-waste collection as most of the e-waste is potentially toxic. 
�ey are still working on collaborating with certi�ed 
recycling units. Students have already organized a campus 
awareness event and a community survey, which showed 
that over 80 percent of the respondents did not dispose of 
e-waste according to established standards – an indicator 
that more GIN involvement is needed for greater advocacy 

of the issue.

British School Delhi: E-Waste

- Charlie Kong

JUMP! Leadership Training

�e intensity of the atmosphere in the Human Rights Council 
rose as delegates debated the importance of eliminating child 
soldiers from the national military and other armed organiza-
tions. �e delegate of Sweden was upfront at all times, enforc-
ing opinions and pressure on other delegates. Most notably, 
the said delegate posed a rhetorical question to the delegate of 
Qatar, hurling sarcasm around the conference like there was 
no tomorrow. 

�e Human Rights Commission

- Sheena Troemer

�e UNPFII conference began with an intense debate on the 
Rohingya crisis. �ere was an intense atmosphere generated 
among the delegates due to the sensitivity of the topic. As 
mentioned by several delegates, not addressing this con�ict 
could lead to regional destabilization and also ethnic violence. 
�e delegate of Myanmar delivered a speech encompassing 
the main points and solutions of the resolution. Overall, the 
delegates in the UNPFII committee were open minded and 
determined to contribute to the issue by submitting valuable 

claims and proposals.    

UNPFII

- Harmehar Wadalia

In the committee of UNPFII, the delegates began the confer-
ence by debating the Rohyingya crisis. �ere was an intense 
atmosphere generated among the delegates due to the sensi-
tivity of the topic. As mentioned by several delegates, not 
addressing this con�ict could lead to regional destabilization 
and also ethnic violence. �e delegate of Myanmar delivered a 
speech encompassing the main points and solutions of the 
resolution. Overall, the delegates in the UNPFII committee 
were open minded and determined to contribute to the issue 

by submitting valuable claims and proposals.    

�e Economic and Social Council

- Selina Wu

Daily Report: CISSMUN Daily Report: GIN

�e topic up for debate in the Environmental Commission 
was Banning, Reducing or otherwise Mitigating the Environ-
mental Consequences of Hydraulic Fracturing. While some 
delegates argued that short term bene�ts of fracturing clearly 
outweighed the consequences, many rose in opposition in a 
plethora of points of information. When a delegate proposed 
nuclear fuel as a possible solution, the delegate of Georgia 
highlighted the unreasonably high price of nuclear fuel, 
particularly when compared to techniques such as fracturing. 
Overall, the delegates of the Environmental Commission were 
extremely focused and dedicated towards solving global 
issues. 

Enviornmental Commission

- Colin McErlean
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IranLife in 

By Ava Zarenejad
�e way Western media portrays Iran is often in a 
negative light and shows Iran as a lesser country than 
its Western counterparts. As a result, many assume 
that in Iran, the laws of Islam and regulations regard-
ing the Hijab are extremely strict, and the people live 
under persecution. Yet, just because we have some 
prohibitions, it doesn’t mean that we are completely 
oppressed. �ere are striking di�erences between the 
image generated by the media and the reality of living 
in Iran. However, if more people learn more about 
Iran, they can help present a more accurate depiction 
of Iran.
 
Often when I travel abroad with my family, people 
had interesting reactions when they �nd out we are 
Muslims. Once, they asked us where we’re from, and 
when we answered ‘Iran,’ they were shocked, asking 
why we didn’t have hijab. �ey stood there looking 
oddly at us, asking us where our scarves were; we 
started explaining to them that Iranian society is not 
as strict as they think. �ey have a whole di�erent 
image of us; they don’t know that we usually take o� 
our scarfs when we travel. In addition, they were also 
hesitant to interact with us, thinking that we 
couldn’t possibly be kind or generous. We tried to 
show them that we’re actually not too di�erent from 
them, and tried to change their ideology.

Fortunately, higher numbers of tourists have started 
visiting this country, and this is probably changing 
the media perception of Iran. One of the misconcep-
tions held by several people is that women in Iran are 
not as educated as men. On the contrary, Iranian 
women have a high percentage of university accep-
tances and attendance in many di�erent �elds. Iran 
has a rich history and magni�cent architecture, and 
this aspect of Iran should should not be neglected 
when depicting people’s understanding of this coun-
try. For example in the Persian culture we have di�er-
ent empires such as Achaemenid and Sasanian. Now, 
Isfahan is one of the cities with the richest history, 
having many beautiful tourist attractions such as 
various mosques and museums. �e Naghshe-Jahan 

square has been designated by UNESCO as a World 
Heritage Site. Iranians are also hospitable, always 
open-minded and enjoy meeting new people to 
exchange their experiences. Hopefully, future 
changes and developments in the future can help 
enrich the current, still incomplete, image of Iran 
that the media presents.

Iranians celebrate a variety of di�erent ceremonies, 
such as Yalda Night, Charshanbe Suri, and Nowruz. 
Every year when we celebrate Nowruz, the new year, 
with our family, we gather around at our Grandfa-
ther’s house and dress in our best clothes. We 
spread a tabletop and decorate it with seven items 
that start with the letter ‘s’ (in Persian of course), 
such as apples, coins, and garlic. We also count 
down from 10 to 1 and shout Happy New Year, and 
then everyone starts kissing and hugging each 
other. Ceremonies are really important for Iranians, 
so we are always serious about them and never miss 
any. 

International schools here in Iran are few but amaz-
ing. Children from all over the country attend these 
schools. �e most popular are “�e French School” 
and “�e German School,” which are both estab-
lished by their respective embassies. �ese schools 
are co-ed, and their tuition is very high. Students 
get to wear whatever clothes they want, although it 
shouldn’t be too revealing.

In comparison, non-international schools are 
single-gender. In girls’ schools, students must 
wear a headscarf called ‘maqnae’ and a certain 
kind of coat called “manto.” �ey are forbid-
den to have makeup or nail polish. Despite 
these limitations, however, some local 
schools also have an International Depart-
ment in charge of the international relations 
and arranging international projects for their 
students. International Departments are 
increasing and overtime a large percentage of 
schools are adding this department to their 
program and participating in international 
events all over the world.

Despite the negative image Iran may 
have worldwide, I believe that, 
perhaps in the years ahead, Iran will get 
more respect and global recognition from 
the rest of the world. Iranians have a pleth-
ora of  great qualities, such as their hospital-
ity and acceptance. �ey are always 
open-minded and look forward to meeting 
new people from all around the world to 
share their experience and to learn more.
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